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A fundamental assumption underlying traditional approaches to strategy is that industry
boundaries and economics remain broadly stable over time. This assumption is no longer
realistic, given that digital technologies and other factors have caused the average age of
the companies in the S&P 500 to decline from more than 60 years in 1958 to less than 20
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years today. This has reduced the relevance of tools such as the GE/McKinsey matrix and
the BCG Growth-Share matrix, the diagnostic power of which relies on relatively stable industry structures.

A second dimension on which strategy development has become more complex is the
requirement that companies show that they are actively contributing to the broader society
rather than simply serving as financial entities seeking to maximize their return on capital.
The current emphasis on corporate purpose and environmental, social, and corporate governance are manifestations of the intense pressure companies are under to demonstrate
their social legitimacy.

As a result, business leaders need to evolve how they think about strategy in two important
ways to be relevant in today’s dynamic and complex environments:

First, their focus needs to shift from what is stable to what is changing — and specifically
how these changes may neutralize historical sources of advantage and how they may give
rise to new opportunities.
Second, they need to broaden the number of stakeholders whose needs and potential contributions are evaluated during the strategic planning, review, and refinement process.

In our previous article, “Changing How We Think About Change,” we outlined a framework
to help business leaders evaluate the relevance and sustainability of their current strategy
and identify what form of strategic adaptation is appropriate to their situation:

Magnitude: “We need to enhance our execution of the current path.”
Activity: “We need to adopt new ways of pursuing the current path.”
Direction: “We need to take a different path.”

The MADStrat framework uses two perspectives to determine which of these forms
of change is appropriate in a given context:
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Fit to purpose evaluates your market context and involves assessing the closeness of fit
between your offering and the needs of customers (both now and in the foreseeable future),
and how your business model also delivers value for other stakeholders. What are the
outcomes that you enable your customers and their stakeholders to achieve? What wider
social value does your business generate? This axis considers differentiation from the
perspective of Who are you different for?

Relative advantage involves assessing your capabilities relative to alternatives, not just
direct competitors. In which areas can you claim to offer a distinctive advantage to
customers and other key stakeholders? This axis considers differentiation from the
perspective of How are your offerings valuably different from those of others?

By identifying the factors that underpin the appeal of a company, business unit, or brand
to its customers and other key stakeholders, together with the factors that cause it to be
regarded as irreplaceable, the MADStrat approach provides the insight for companies to
understand whether their context calls for a change in magnitude, activity, or direction.

This more nuanced and context-driven insight serves as an alternative to the polarized
advice that companies are presented with today: to either double down on what they’re
already doing or engage in disruptive transformation.
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Does your situation call for a change in magnitude to deepen your existing strengths, a
reimagination of the activities involved in the design and delivery of your offerings, or a
fundamental shift of direction to establish a more sustainable future for your business?

For some companies, this insight can be gained through self-assessment (a version of this
self-assessment can be accessed at https://madstrat.com), but others will benefit from
primary research among different stakeholder groups to validate that they truly have
understood how they are performing on the key dimensions of fit to purpose and relative
advantage.

Once a company has established the nature of the change that it should be considering, the
task becomes that of identifying the actions that will be most effective in improving their fit
to purpose and/or their relative advantage.
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In the table “What Strategic Actions Should Your Company Consider?”, we provide some
directional guidance for business leaders, depending on whether their situation calls for a
change of magnitude, activity, or direction.
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We have applied a MADStrat lens to our analysis of the 500 largest merger and acquisition
transactions over the past 20 years to explore the importance of congruence between
actions taken and the type of change recommended by the MADStrat analysis. For example,
what explains the divergence of Google’s experience between its hugely successful
purchase of Android in 2005 versus its largely unsuccessful acquisition of Motorola Mobility
in 2011?

Our conclusion is that mergers based on economies of scale are effective for companies
seeking changes of magnitude, given that they already enjoy high levels of fit to purpose
and relative advantage — think InBev’s merger with Anheuser-Busch in 2008.

However, merely getting bigger does not solve the underlying problem for weakly positioned
companies (such as Kmart and Sears in 2004) that should have implemented a change of
activity (like acquiring access to new forms of digital distribution — as Walmart did in 2016
with its acquisition of Jet.com).

Similarly, mergers predicated on economies of scope are only wise for companies that
enjoy high levels of customer equity, since having high fit to purpose is the prerequisite for
effective cross-selling. An example is Disney’s acquisition of 21st Century Fox in 2019.

A change of direction (often through diversification) is a necessary strategy for a company
whose future fit to purpose is threatened by changes in technology (such as the threat to
Ford’s and GM’s businesses from the shift to electric vehicles and alternative mobility
options) and/or consumer preferences (such as the threat to Tyson’s business from the
move toward meatless sources of protein). However, diversification can be a source of
management distraction for companies that should really be focusing on changes in either
activity or magnitude. GE’s forays into mortgages through GE Capital is just one of the company’s unwarranted diversifications. In dynamic environments, understanding when and
how tochange is the essence of strategy. Tools that help you spot the opportunities and
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challenges that exist or are emerging in your company’s specific context are now more
relevant than the traditional strategy frameworks that rely on the premise of long-run
industry stability and competitor benchmarking.

The most successful businesses today are those that identify when and how to change to
improve their strategic advantage. Whether it is Amazon embracing physical retailing to
complement its digital capabilities and enable new business models, or Pfizer leveraging
its marketing and distribution capabilities by partnering with other drug development
companies, these actions can be traced to acting on change signals that indicated a focus
on magnitude, activity, or direction.

Companies that recognize the change signals appropriate to their context are more likely to
direct their management and innovation energies most effectively— gaining the advantage.
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